Zephyros Compact 1 V2
The Zephyros Compact 1 has been updated for SS20. A
popular 1 person backpacking tent with compact pack size.
Now easier to pitch and pack away.
Sleeps: 1
Season Rating Spec: 3 season backpacking
Free standing?: No (tent requires guy lines to be pitched)
Packed Weight: 1.65Kg (3lb 10oz)
Number of Porches: 1
Number of Doors: 1
Pitch Type: Fly and Inner pitch together
Packed Size: 30x18cm
Range: 3 Season Backpacking
Flysheet: Stormex P4000 FR
Floor: Aqua Stop P5000
Poles: 8.5mm WC Superflex Alloy
Pegs: 10 x Alloy 'V' Angle
Guylines: 4 x Yellow Reflective
Inner Door: Half Mesh

£170.00 RRP

Stub Code:
44ZC1V2

Description

1 man tent with tiny pack size
The Zephyros Compact 1 tent for 1 person is a good combination of low weight and reliable performance. The compact packed
shape of just 30x18cm makes it an ideal lightweight tent for bike packing and cycle touring; fitting more easily into panniers and
bags. Also popular with mountain marathon participants.
â–º The tent has been updated for SS20 and is now even easier to pitch and to pack away and has bright yellow guylines for better
visibility.
â–º This 1 person tent has been designed for occasional backpacking, short to medium duration backpacking and cycling trips (for longer
trips you may prefer a larger tent) and mountain marathons.
â–º Suitable for 3 season use, wild camping and campsite trips.
â–º The Zephyros Compact 1 tent pitches as one (the flysheet and inner pitch together) for speed and simplicity, it’s even quicker to peg
out with new combined flysheet and inner pegging points.
â–º A new side opening tarp style bag makes it easier to pack away when it’s time to move on – simply roll the tent into the bag and pull
the drawcord tight.
â–º It's based on the tried and tested Terra Nova Laser Competition design. Its low profile shape helps with its stability in poor weather.
â–º The lightweight tent comes with a Superflex alloy main pole which folds down to 30cm long, and folding Superflex alloy end poles and
alloy ‘v’ angle pegs for a secure pitch.
â–º The high performance polyester flysheet and groundsheet are fully seam sealed for waterproof protection and the inner has a door
which is half midge-proof mesh with a small mesh panel at each end of the inner tent to help with ventilation.
â–º The guylines and pole sleeve trims are reflective for better visibility when you return to your tent in poor light or dark conditions.
A 2 person version of the tent is available Zephyros Compact 2.
Footprints to prolong the life of the tent and help keep it clean can be purchased separatelyZephyros Compact 1 Footprint

